In this paper, we present a perspective on modern clause-learning SAT solvers that highlights the roles of, and the interactions between, decision making and clause learning in these solvers. We discuss two limitations of these solvers from this perspective and discuss techniques for dealing with them. We show empirically that the proposed techniques significantly improve state-of-the-art solvers.
simple enough to allow a non-expert to understand how a modern SAT solver works and hope that, at the same time, it will provide many insights for SAT researchers.
Conventionally, clause-learning solvers are either viewed as systematic search engines or resolution engines. In this work, we take a middle approach, which emphasizes the importance of both the search and resolution components. As we describe how these two components work and interact, we will also try to justify some of the choices in modern SAT solvers, which have been taken for granted by the SAT community.
The presented model also reveals some limitations of the existing search and resolution components. In one case, we found that the choice of clauses learned by modern SAT solvers is too limited (according to the proposed measure) and that a broader class of clauses may be considered. In the other case, we found that the interaction between the search and resolution components could cause great inefficiency on problems with sub-problem structure. We discuss two techniques for dealing with these problems. One technique allows the solvers to learn shorter clauses and to backtrack further through a new class of conflict clauses. The other is a simple phase selection heuristic that can be viewed as a way of caching partial solutions without much overhead. We evaluate the effectiveness of both proposed techniques on industrial SAT problems and show that they significantly improve state-of-the-art solvers.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present a model of modern clause-learning SAT solvers. The presentation is guided by a concrete running example and followed by some observations about these solvers. Then, we discuss some limitations of existing solvers from the perspective of the presented model and propose two techniques for dealing with them in Sections 3 and 4. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.
A Simple Model of Modern SAT Solvers
Modern SAT solvers work by repeatedly making decisions and using unit resolution to derive implications. This process is interrupted as soon as a solution or a conflict is found. If a solution is found, the problem is satisfiable and the solver terminates. If a conflict is found, there are two cases to consider. First, if the conflict occurs in the absence of any decisions, the problem is unsatisfiable and the solver can terminate. Otherwise, the solver derives a conflict clause, rolls back some decisions (backtracks), adds the clause to the knowledge base, and continues making decisions again. A pseudo-code of modern SAT solver is shown in Algorithm 1. 1 From this description, one can view each solver as consisting of two equally important components: a decision-making engine and a clause-learning engine. The decision-making engine, whose goal is to find a satisfying assignment, is responsible for making decisions (assignments) and deriving implications from the decisions. The clause-learning engine, whose goal is to strengthen unit resolution by learning clauses, is responsible for deriving learned clauses and backtracking. In Algorithm 1, it is clear that the first line of code is carried out by the decision-making engine, while the forth line is performed by the clause-learning engine.
Algorithm 1 A Pseudo-code of modern SAT solvers 1 Keep making decisions and perform unit resolution until either a solution or a conflict is found. 2 If a solution is found, return SAT. 3 If a conflict is found, return UNSAT if there is no decision. 4 Otherwise, derive a conflict clause, undo some decisions, add the conflict clause to the knowledge base, go to 1.
An Example Trace of a Modern SAT Solver
Let us now show an example execution of a typical modern SAT solver. Consider the following CNF:
(¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ ¬y ∨ ¬h),
(¬a ∨ b ∨ ¬y ∨ ¬h),
(¬c ∨ ¬z ∨ y),
(¬d ∨ ¬e ∨ z),
(¬x ∨ ¬ f ∨ ¬g).
The solver begins by making decisions until either a solution or a conflict is found. Let's assume that, in this example, the variables are chosen as decisions in alphabetical order and that they are set to true. Therefore, the first three decisions will be a, b , c, none of which allows unit resolution to derive any unit implications. At this point, the simplified CNF formula under the current assignments is
(¬y ∨ ¬h),
(¬x ∨ f ∨ ¬g),
(¬x ∨ ¬ f ∨ ¬g). As soon as the next decision, d, is made, unit resolution will be able to derive e, z, y, h, ¬h as implications. Clearly, there is a conflict; both h and ¬h are implied. Table 1 shows the decisions and implications at this point in time. As in conventional formulation, we associate each decision with a positive integer which indicates its level.
Before we talk about clause learning and backtracking for this conflict, let us first pay attention to the assignments which are logically implied right before the conflict (after setting c = true at level 3). Whenever a conflict is discovered, it simply means that the current formula, together with all but the last decisions, implies the negation of the last decision, yet unit resolution did not see this implication. In this case, , together with a, b , c, implies ¬d. In general, more than one implication might be missed by unit resolution at the time of conflict. In this example, four implications are missed after c is set to true: ¬x, ¬y, ¬z, and ¬d. Not every implication is missed in the same way, however. In particular, for some implications, even though unit resolution could not derive them, they could be derived by unit refutation (i.e., unit resolution will detect a conflict if the negation of the missed implication is asserted). We say that these literals are weakly missed implications. Other missed implications that cannot be derived this way are called strongly missed implications. The notions of weakly missed implications and strongly missed implications are dependent on the state (level) of the solver. Moreover, it is not very meaningful to talk about these missed implications when there is a conflict (i.e., the knowledge base and the decisions are already inconsistent). Hence, in future discussions, whenever we refer to missed implications in the presence of a conflict, we mean those missed implications that exist before the last decision that leads to the conflict.
The strongly missed implications and weakly missed implications in this example are shown in Table 2 . After the decision at level 3, we have ¬y, ¬z, ¬d as weakly missed implications and ¬x as a strongly missed implication. 2 Since every conflict indicates a missed implication, one can view each conflict as an opportunity to empower unit resolution to see some of these missed implications. To achieve this, the solver will learn what is called an asserting clause, which can be defined as follows. An asserting clause is simply a clause of the form α ⇒ such that α is a subset of the literals implied by unit resolution before the last decision and is falsified at the level of conflict. Moreover, asserting α ∧ ¬ in the current knowledge base (of original and learned clauses) results in a conflict after applying unit resolution. These conditions automatically imply that , which is called the asserted literal of the clause, must be a weakly missed implication before the last decision was made.
The maximum level at which any literal of α is implied is referred to as the assertion level of the clause. Interestingly, the assertion level is also the level at which became weakly missed. Clearly, every asserting clause becomes unit at its assertion level, thus directly allowing unit resolution to see the weakly missed implication. The process of clause learning involves analyzing the trace of unit resolution, which will allow the solver to identify a subset of the weakly missed implications and their associated asserting clauses. The solver then selects to learn the asserting clause with the earliest assertion level. In the above example, the asserting clause C = (a ∧ b ) ⇒ ¬y = (¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ ¬y), which targets the weakly missed implication ¬y, will be learned. 3 The solver will then backtrack to the assertion level (level 2) and add this clause to the knowledge base. Table 3 shows the state of the solver right after C is added and unit resolution is applied. Since this results in no conflict, the decisionmaking engine will continue making decisions. Next, we make a few observations about modern SAT solvers in the context of the above example, allowing us to more formally justify the claims we made about the behavior of modern SAT solvers.
Identifying Weakly Missed Implications
Whenever the solver discovers a conflict, it produces a proof that the knowledge base is unsatisfiable under the current decision sequence. Such a proof is called a unit refutation proof, which is simply a derivation of the empty clause (i.e., the truth constant false) from the current knowledge base and the decisions using unit resolution. From such a proof, a number of weakly missed implications can be identified and asserting clauses can be derived.
A unit refutation proof can be visualized with a graph which shows how each unit implication is derived (leading to the derivation of the empty clause). This graph is also known as implication graph [23, 24] . Figure 1 shows such a graph for the conflict in the above example. In this graph, the parents of each node are literals which were used by unit resolution to resolve with a clause to produce a unit clause that contains (decision literals do not have any parent). The clause in which a literal becomes unit is called the reason of that literal. For example, (¬d ∨ ¬e ∨ z) is the reason of z at the time of the conflict in the above example.
If D is the node in the implication graph which corresponds to the decision that leads to the conflict, any node that dominates the false node with respect to D is known as a unique implication point (UIP) [23] . 4 In the graph in Fig. 1 , y, z, and d are the UIPs. Interestingly, the negations of the UIPs are guaranteed to be weakly missed implications before the conflict. In some conflicts, there may be multiple unit refutation proofs. In such situations, different proofs used by unit resolution may lead to different subsets of the weakly missed implications identified by the solver. The choice of refutation proof used by the solvers is automatically controlled by the implementation of unit resolution. In practice, modern SAT solvers learn the asserting clause associated with the UIP that is closest to the false node of the implication graph (also known as first UIP [24] ). Because first UIP asserting clauses always induce the farthest backtracks [2] , the learning of first UIP asserting clauses in modern SAT solvers can be viewed as a way of making sure that the implication which was (weakly) missed the earliest (in the considered implication graph) is targeted.
Strongly and Weakly Missed Implications
As more decisions are made and more clauses are added, some strongly missed implications may turn into weakly missed implications, while others stay unchanged. For instance, ¬x is a strongly missed implication that has never become a weakly missed implication in the above example (see Table 2 ). Literals ¬z and ¬d became weakly missed implications from the first moment they were missed. Literal ¬y, on the other hand, was originally a strongly missed implication at level 1 but eventually turned into a weakly missed implication after the second decision was made. In general, there could be a potentially significant difference between the point at which an implication is first missed and the point at which it becomes a weakly missed implication (if it does at all).
Limitations of Learned Clauses
At each conflict, modern SAT solvers learn an asserting clause that helps unit resolution realize one of the weakly missed implications at an earlier level. This kind of clauses actually satisfy a very specific property. In particular, not only are these clauses entailed by the knowledge base, but their entailment can actually be proven by unit resolution. In other words, for each asserting clause C learned by modern solvers, adding ¬C to the knowledge base (which contains the original and previously learned clauses) will result in a conflict (using unit resolution) [14] . Interestingly, for every weakly missed implication , we can always find an asserting clause with as the asserted literal. However, no clause with such a property exist for any strongly missed implication, because if asserting ¬C results in a conflict (using unit resolution), the asserted literal must be a weakly missed implication by definition. An implication of this observation is that modern SAT solvers cannot directly empower unit resolution with respect to any strongly missed implications in a single conflict (using a single asserting clause). To enable unit resolution to see a strongly missed implication, multiple clauses need to be learned from multiple conflicts. 5 For instance, at the conflict of the above example, modern SAT solvers would not be able to add a single asserting clause which allows ¬x to be implied.
Decision Sequence May be Repeated
In the above example, after the clause (¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ ¬y) is added and the solver resumes the search, it is possible for the solver to repeat the same decision sequence (c = true, d = true), after which the solver will run into another conflict. Table 4 shows the decisions and implications after the same decision sequence has been repeated.
This illustrates the fact that modern SAT solvers have substantially deviated from the traditional systematic (depth-first) search algorithm. As a result, we believe it is more accurate to describe the search performed in modern SAT solvers as a greedy search, which tries to find a solution as quickly as possible, rather than a systematic search in the space of variable assignments. Of course, the completeness of the algorithm is not compromised thanks to unit resolution and clause learning.
Related Work
The authors of [20] used the notation failed literal to refer to the negation of a weakly missed implication. The idea of identifying missed implications has been studied in the past. For example, in [21] , a technique called unit propagations of second level was studied in the context of random formulas. In [19] , the author formalized various strategies involving different usages of unit resolution in order to detect missed implications. Preprocessing SAT formulas (see [3, 11, 22, 32] , for examples) can also be viewed as a one-time attempt to use more expensive inference rules to identify implications that cannot be detected by unit resolution.
This concludes the discussion of our model of modern SAT solvers. In the following sections, we discuss two limitations observed from the model described and propose improvements, which are implemented through the decision-making and clause-learning engines of modern SAT solvers.
Empowering Unit Resolution
In this section, we discuss a limitation of the current clause-learning approach utilized by virtually all modern clause-learning SAT solvers and propose a way of improving it. Current clause-learning algorithms are based on learning an asserting clause upon each conflict. We hypothesize that one property, called empowerment (to be defined), is crucial for solving unsatisfiable problems. Interestingly, our investigation reveals that some non-asserting clauses also satisfy this property. Therefore, considering only asserting clauses limits the possibility of learning clauses that may be equally useful, yet are better than asserting clauses in terms of metrics such as clause size and backtrack distance.
Later in this section, we propose a new clause-learning algorithm, which considers a broader class of conflict clauses that satisfy the empowerment property (in a sense to be made precise later). As a result, the new learning algorithm may sometimes yield shorter clauses and longer backtracks, allowing the clause-learning engine to derive stronger clauses and target implications that are missed earlier. Finally, we show empirically that the proposed technique significantly improves the performance of a modern SAT solver on unsatisfiable problems. We begin our discussion by introducing the notion of empowerment, which lies at the heart of the observed limitation and the proposed improvement.
Empowerment
Given a CNF and a clause C implied by , C is empowering with respect to if C allows unit resolution to derive, under some assignment, a new implication that would not be derivable without the clause. 6 In other words, C enables unit resolution to see an implication that it could not see before. For example, consider the CNF . Hence, the clause is empowering with respect to . In contrast, (b ∨ c) is not an empowering clause with respect to the same CNF, because asserting ¬b (resp. ¬c) allows unit resolution to derive c (resp. b ) from even without the clause. We refer to any literal in an empowering clause that corresponds to the new implication as an empowering literal.
Every asserting clause learned by modern SAT solvers is empowering with respect to the knowledge base at the time of learning. Nevertheless, asserting clauses are not the only type of clauses that are empowering. For example, consider Assume that the solver makes the decisions a, b , c in this order. At this point, d, e, f, ¬ f are implied and there is a conflict. The current state of the solver is shown in Table 5 . An asserting clause for this conflict is (¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ c). While this clause is empowering with respect to , the clauses (¬d ∨ ¬e) and (¬c ∨ ¬d), which are also falsified by the current assignment, are empowering with respect to as well. Note that these clauses are not asserting clauses with respect to this conflict, because c, d, e are all assigned at the level of the conflict. This observation suggests that non-asserting clauses could also be learned for the purpose of empowering unit resolution. This leads to the definition of a new class of clauses which we introduce next.
Bi-Asserting Clauses
If the main goal of the clause-learning engine is to empower unit resolution, then it seems too restrictive to consider only the asserting subset of empowering clauses. In this section, we discuss a different class of clauses that may be learned at each conflict. By broadening the set of clauses that the solvers consider for learning, the solvers will have more opportunities for learning a useful clause.
The new class of clauses also targets missed implications like asserting clauses do. However, instead of allowing unit resolution to see a missed unit implication, they will allow unit resolution to see weakly missed binary implications. A binary clause is a weakly missed binary implication if the clause or any of its literals cannot be derived by unit resolution, yet asserting its negation results in a conflict (using unit resolution). For example, (¬b ∨ ¬c) is a weakly missed binary implication after a is set to true in the above example.
The new class of clauses is called bi-asserting clauses [29] . A bi-asserting clause is defined in a similar way as an asserting clause. An asserting clause contains exactly one literal falsified at the level of conflict. A bi-asserting clause, on the other hand, contains exactly two literals falsified at the level of conflict. More formally, C = α ⇒ ( 1 ∨ 2 ) is a bi-asserting clause iff (i) α is a subset of the literals implied by unit resolution before the last decision, (ii) 1 , 2 are falsified at the conflict level, and (iii) asserting ¬C in the current knowledge base leads to a conflict detectable by unit resolution. The assertion level of a bi-asserting clause is the largest level that any literal in α was implied. In the previous example, both (¬d ∨ ¬e) and (¬c ∨ ¬d) are bi-asserting clauses (their α's are true). Moreover, these binary clauses are weakly missed binary implications at level 0. As mentioned earlier, these two bi-asserting clauses are also empowering.
Deriving a bi-asserting clause is not any harder than deriving an asserting clause. The standard algorithm for deriving asserting clauses can be easily modified to consider bi-asserting clauses. Algorithm 2 is a pseudo-code of the asserting clause derivation algorithm (based on the one described in [30] ). This algorithm works by resolving clauses that become falsified and unit during unit resolution together (in reverse order) until the resolvent contains only 1 literal falsified at the last level, at which the conflict takes place. In this algorithm, we use the notation litsAtConf lictLevel(C) to refer to the set of literals of C that are falsified at the level of conflict.
To derive a bi-asserting clause, we only need to modify the test condition of the while loop to continue as long as more than two literals in C are falsified at the current level (e.g. |litsAtConf lictLevel(C)| > 2). We will later show empirically that bi-asserting clauses tend to be shorter and induce farther backtracks than asserting clauses, thus establishing their benefits.
Empowering Bi-Asserting Clauses
Unlike asserting clauses which are always empowering, bi-asserting clauses may not be empowering with respect to the knowledge base at the time of learning. If the goal of the clause-learning engine is to allow unit resolution to see new implications, then it does not make sense to learn a non-empowering clause, because they can never generate any new implication. Therefore, in our discussion of bi-asserting clauses, we will only focus on those bi-asserting clauses that are also empowering.
A problem that we now face is how to determine whether a bi-asserting clause is empowering. In general, checking whether a clause is empowering with respect to CNF can be done by asserting, for each literal in the clause, the negations of the other literals and checking whether unit resolution can derive the literal. The time complexity of this test is linear in the size of the clause and in the size of the knowledge base. In practice, however, this test would incur too much overhead. Therefore, instead of insisting on learning bi-asserting clauses which are empowering with respect to all clauses in the knowledge base, we will only require them to be locally empowering-that is, empowering with respect to the clauses used in their derivations. This reduces the overhead significantly. We will later show, through empirical experiments, that, in most cases, clauses which are locally empowering actually turn out to be empowering with respect to the whole knowledge base as well.
Our approach for ensuring local empowerment makes use of the notion of merge resolution [1] . A merge resolution is simply a resolution between two clauses which share at least one common literal. A common literal of a merge resolution is referred to as a merged literal. For example, the resolution between (a ∨ b ∨ c) and (¬a ∨ b ∨ d) is a merge resolution and b is a merged literal. On the other hand, the resolution between (a ∨ b ∨ c) and (¬a ∨ d ∨ e) is not a merge resolution.
It turns out that if, during the derivation of a bi-asserting clause, there is a merge resolution step, then the resulting bi-asserting clause will be empowering with respect to the clauses in the current knowledge base that are used in the derivation (i.e., the initial empty clause and clauses R in Algorithm 2). Moreover, the merged literals, which could have been implied at any level, that appear in the resulting clause (there has to be at least one such literal) will all be empowering literals. We formalize and prove this result in the Appendix (Proposition 1). This result gives us an easy way to detect whether a bi-asserting clause (or any resolvent) derived this way will be locally empowering or not. All we need to do is to look for a merge resolution step; whenever one is performed, we are ensured that the output will be locally empowering.
The purpose of learning a bi-asserting clause is to allow unit resolution to see a weakly missed binary implication. However, this will be more useful when the weakly missed binary implication later materializes into a new unit implication. Therefore, it makes more sense, when we try to learn an empowering bi-asserting clause, to insist that at least one of the literals of the weakly missed binary implication of the bi-asserting clause be an empowering literal of the clause. This amounts to making sure that at least a literal at the level of conflict is a merged literal during the derivation of the clause. Algorithm 3 shows the aforemention algorithm for deriving (locally) empowering bi-asserting clauses. The variable curLevel Merge becomes true whenever a literal falsified at the conflict level has been merged. According to the conditions of the while loop, this algorithm will derive a bi-asserting clause only when some literal at the conflict level has been merged in the derivation. If no such clause is found, the algorithm automatically falls back to the first-UIP asserting clause, which can always be derived at every conflict. While this algorithm tries to learn as many empowering bi-asserting clauses as it can, in practice, the majority of the clauses learned are still normal first-UIP asserting clauses. We will present more details on the percentage of bi-asserting clauses learned in the next section.
We define the assertion level of a bi-asserting clause to be the second-highest level at which any literal in the clause is falsified. Whenever a bi-asserting clause is learned, no unit implication will be produced at the assertion level (the bi-asserting clause will contain two free literals). In this work, we do not impose any special condition on the decision making after a bi-asserting clause is learned (i.e., the default variable ordering heuristic, VSIDS [24] , is always used). 7 
Experimental Results
In this section, we present experimental results that show the benefits of learning empowering bi-asserting clauses. We modified Rsat [28] (without the preprocessor), the winner of the industrial category of the SAT'07 competition (SAT+UNSAT and UNSAT specialties), to detect any occurrence of locally empowering bi-asserting clauses during conflict clause derivation (as described in the previous section). If found, the bi-asserting clause is learned instead of the asserting clause otherwise learned. We call this version of the solver Rsat+.
Although empowerment mentioned here is only with respect to the clauses used in the derivation, in practice, it usually results in empowerment with respect to the whole formula. We used the procedure described in the previous section to measure the percentage of bi-asserting clauses that are actually empowering with respect to the whole formula when learned. We found that on 95% of the problems more than 80% of the bi-asserting clauses derived this way are empowering with respect to the whole formula. This shows that our algorithm approximates empowerment well in practice. To evaluate the importance of empowerment, we also tested the version of Rsat that learns bi-asserting clauses regardless of their empowerment (if one is found). We call this version Rsat−.
We experimented with nearly 1,000 problems from previous SAT/SAT-Race competitions and contemporary benchmark libraries. 8 Each solver is given 1,800 seconds per problem on a 3.8GHz computer with 4 GB of RAM.
On satisfiable problems, the behaviors of Rsat and Rsat+ are comparable. Rsat solved 338 problems, while Rsat+ solved 336 problems. Moreover, Rsat+ used about 19% more time on the problems that both solvers could solve. This result shows that learning empowering bi-asserting clauses slightly worsens the performance on satisfiable problems. This result is expected as bi-asserting clauses are not as aggressive as asserting clauses in generating new implications, which help the solver discover a solution more quickly. Rsat−, however, solved only 295 satisfiable problems, showing that learning non-empowering bi-asserting clauses does worsen the performance.
On unsatisfiable problems, we observed more difference in performance between these solvers. Table 6 highlights the results on unsatisfiable problems. For each family, we report the total number of problems, the number of problems solved by each solver, and the total running time of each solver on the problems that it solved. The result of the best solver in each family is highlighted (based on number solved, ties broken by running time). a These numbers are not the actual number of unsatisfiable problems in these families, because not every problem could be solved and the information on the number of unsatisfiable problems in these families is not available. Therefore, we only report total instance count based only on results from our experiment.
According to the result on unsatisfiable problems, Rsat− performed worse than even the original version of Rsat on most of the families. Overall, Rsat− solved 48 fewer problems than Rsat. This clearly suggests that learning just any bi-asserting clause is not a good idea for either satisfiable or unsatisfiable problems. This is because these bi-asserting clauses are not necessarily capable of generating any new implications. So, in the long run, the non-empowering clauses only contribute to the overhead of unit resolution no matter how short they are. Now, comparing Rsat against Rsat+ shows that learning empowering bi-asserting clauses allowed Rsat+ to solve some unsatisfiable problems in the vliw_unsat families (last 3 families in Table 6 ). These problems are quite difficult for state-of-the-art solvers. According to the results available elsewhere, 9 MiniSat (versions 1.14 and 2.0) could not solve any of these problems, while TiniSat (with and without preprocessor) solved 4 problems (based on a comparable time-out). Our experiment shows that Rsat with bi-asserting clause learning solved 6 of these problems under 30-min timeout. Learning bi-asserting clauses also helped Rsat solve many more problems from other families, notably dlx_iq_unsat_1, pipe_unsat, and problems from SAT/SAT-Race competitions. Overall, Rsat+ solved 31 problems more than Rsat. Moreover, for those families in which both solvers solved the same number of problems, Rsat+ consistently took less time. Further investigations shed light on the effectiveness of empowering bi-asserting clauses. We use the term backtrack depth to refer to the number of levels backtracked by the solver at each conflict. We measure the average sizes of asserting and biasserting clauses, and the average backtrack depths induced by these clauses during the execution of Rsat+. Table 7 shows the results of this investigation. The first column reports the names of the families of problems. The second column shows the ratios of average backtrack depth induced by bi-asserting clauses over the average depth induced by asserting clauses. The third column shows the same information but with respect to the sizes of the learned clauses. On average, a bi-asserting clause induces 4-7 times larger backtrack depth than an asserting clause for the same problem. Moreover, the size of a bi-asserting clause, on average, is less than half the size of an asserting clause for the same problem. These observations support the fact that Rsat+ outperformed Rsat on unsatisfiable problems. To prove unsatisfiability, SAT solvers have to exhaust the search space and learn enough clauses to detect a conflict at the top level. Learning empowering bi-asserting clauses clearly allows the solver to learn shorter clauses and backtrack further, thus pruning the search space more and allowing the solver to discover conflicts at shallower levels faster.
In our study, we also experimented with various variations of the learning algorithm. For example, we tried allowing the solver to learn locally empowering clauses with different number of literals at the conflict level (i.e., N-asserting clauses, where N > 2). This only amounts to changing the test count > 2 to count > N for the while loop in Algorithm 3. We experimented with N = 3, 4, and 10 (Rsat-3, Rsat-4, Rsat-10 respectively). Table 8 shows the number of problems solved by different versions of Rsat. According to the result, we found that allowing more literals at the conflict level (more than 2) does not significantly change the behavior on unsatisfiable problems, but worsen performance on satisfiable problems noticeably (compared to Rsat+). Overall, we found that setting N = 2 (learning bi-asserting clauses) yields the best performance.
In the next experiment, we varied the amount of bi-asserting clauses that the solver learned by introducing a threshold M on the number of merge resolutions. In this experiment, the solver would learn a bi-asserting clause at a conflict (based on Algorithm 3) only if the number of merge resolutions in its derivation is greater than or equal to M. Setting M to different values allow us to see the impacts of learning different amounts of bi-asserting clauses. Figure 2 shows the percentage of bi-asserting clauses (vs all learned clauses) learned by different variations of Rsat in each problem. 10 In this experiment, we set M to be 1 (as in Rsat+), 2, 5, and 10. This figure shows that the larger M gets the smaller the percentage of bi-asserting clauses learned becomes. In terms of performance, we found that setting M = 1 yielded the best result. When M = 2, 5, and 10, the solver solved 7, 22, and 32 fewer problems respectively. Table 9 reports more detailed results of this experiment. These results show that as the threshold gets larger, fewer bi-asserting clauses are learned and the performance deteriorates. Note that, when M = 10, the performance of the solver is quite similar to that of Rsat with no bi-asserting clause learning in terms of the number of solved problems.
It is also interesting to note here that the percentages of bi-asserting clauses learned by Rsat+ (M = 1) range from 5-15% on most problems. These percentages roughly reflect the fractions of conflicts for which our learning algorithm was able to find "more useful" learned clauses. Even though bi-asserting clauses account for a relatively small percentage of all learned clauses, they were already able to make significant impact on performance, especially on unsatisfiable problems.
Related Work
In [33] , the authors studied various learning schemes (asserting and non-asserting) from a graph-partitioning point of view and compared their performance empirically. Their experimental results showed that the first UIP asserting clause learning scheme was the most robust among the considered schemes. Non-asserting learning schemes have also been proposed by [18, 30] , and [9] . In these papers, non-asserting clauses are learned in addition to asserting clauses (i.e., the solvers may learn multiple clauses for some conflicts). Moreover, additional clauses learned may not be empowering nor bi-asserting. In [30] , no specific strategy for learning was mentioned and no experimental results were provided for the proposed learning scheme. In [18] , an additional clause is learned opportunistically to bridge the gap between the conflicting clause (the empty clause) and the first UIP asserting clause. The proposed scheme was shown to be effective on hardware and software verification benchmarks. In [9] , the learning scheme called local clause recording was proposed. The study was performed on a solver with clause-based decision heuristic [8] . The experimental result presented showed that their learning technique only allowed the solver to solve 4 additional problems.
Avoiding Repeated Work
In this section, we switch our attention to the other key component of modern SAT solvers-the decision-making engine. We point out one of its inefficiencies, which may cause the solvers to repeatedly undo the progress they make, and propose an effective way for dealing with this problem.
An Inefficiency of Existing Decision Making Engines
As described in Section 2.1, the decision-making engine keeps making progress towards a solution by repeatedly making decisions and deducing implications with unit resolution. However, if a conflict is found, control will be handed over to the clause-learning engine and the decision-making engine will get to resume only after the clause-learning engine has rolled back some decisions and added a learned clause to the knowledge base. Unfortunately, this mechanism posts a potential problem.
According to this scheme, the set of assignments erased by the clause-learning engine may contain many assertions that are unrelated to the current conflict. When this happens, the solver is at risk of losing valuable progress on other parts of the problem. In an extreme case, some of the erased assignments may contain solutions to other independent sub-problems. If the clause-learning engine simply erases these assignments without keeping track of any information, the solver will have to solve these sub-problems again. Figure 3 depicts this situation with two independent subproblems. In this example, the solver has already finished solving sub-problem 1 . . . at level k when a conflict in sub-problem 2 arises at level k + 4. In this case, the assertion level is 0 (i.e., a unit asserting clause is learned), forcing the solver to erase all assignments including the solution to sub-problem 1.
To concretely demonstrate the extent of this problem, we performed an experiment on SAT problems with independent component structure. In the following experiment, we artificially generated SAT problems that would cause work repetition in conventional clause-learning SAT solvers. Each problem was generated by concatenating four identical copies of a satisfiable problem. These bigger problems will be referred to as replicated problems throughout this paper. Table 10 reports the results of this initial experiment, conducted using MiniSat [10] , on a computer with a 3.8GHz processor and 2GB of RAM. For each problem, we ran each version of MiniSat 10 times with random initial variable orderings. 11 The first column of the table shows the name of the problems used and the next 2 columns reports the average running time of MiniSat on each original and replicated problem. The forth column shows the ratio of the average running time on replicated problem to that on the corresponding original problem. As the result shows, solving a replicated problem can be more than two orders of magnitudes less efficient, even though a replicated problem contains four identical copies of the original problem.
Further investigation on these problems reveals the source of inefficiency. In Fig. 4 , we plot the indices of decision variables set by MiniSat in chronological order. The left plot in Fig. 4 shows such a plot based on one run of MiniSat on the replicated instance of vmpc_21.shuffled-sat05-1955. Variable indices in the replicated instance range from 1 to 1764 (4 × 441 original variables). Each component in the instance occupies a contiguous range of variable indices. Each dark band in this plot indicates the solver's attempt to solve a component. 12 We can see in the left plot of Fig. 4 that MiniSat ended up solving all components multiple times. Most of the attempts to re-solve a component take non-trivial amount of work, as illustrated by the width of each band. This clearly illustrates that work repetition is responsible for a fair amount of the disproportionate increase in runtime of the solver on the replicated instances. The ratio columns show the ratios of average running time on replicated instances over that on original instances.
Progress Saving
To deal with the problem of work repetition, in [27] , we proposed to deal with this problem with a lightweight component caching technique called progress saving.
Progress saving is a simple way of preventing the decision-making engine from having to solve the same sub-problem multiple times. To achieve this, we only need to record the value of every variable assignment that the clause-learning engine erases. This information should then be made available to the decision-making engine. In the future, whenever the decision-making engine decides to make a decision on a variable, it should assign the recorded value to that variable. If the variable chosen for making decision was never assigned a value before, the decision-making engine should proceed with the default heuristic. Note that, according to this algorithm, both decisions and implications should be saved whenever the solvers backtrack. The time and space overhead of this technique is only linear in the number of variables. In practice, independent sub-problems may exist as parts of the original problem structure or may be created/destroyed dynamically as assignments are made/erased by the solver. A nice property of the proposed technique is that once an independent sub-problem has been solved, each future attempt to solve the sub-problem will require time that is only linear in the size of the sub-problem (without progress saving, this becomes exponential in the worst case). This property holds for the independent sub-problem as long as it is not destroyed. 13 We evaluated the proposed solution on the replicated problems from the previous experiment. The result of this experiment is shown in the last 3 columns of Table 10 . Clearly, progress saving improves the running time of MiniSat by up to an order of magnitude on these problems. The ratios of running time on replicated problems over that on original problems also decrease considerably. In fact, for several of these problems, the ratios are only slightly greater than the number of identical copies (4) . Furthermore, the right plot of Fig. 4 shows the behavior of MiniSat with progress saving on the replicated problem of vmpc_21.shuffled-sat05-1955. In this case, each sub-problem is "solved" only once (one dark band at any horizontal level). Note that, in the right plot, each sub-problem is still visited more than once as expected. However, each visit after the first attempt on the sub-problem requires little effort from the solver. These later visits correspond to the scattered groups of points after each dark band.
Next, we compare the scalability of MiniSat with and without progress saving. The results are shown in Fig. 5 . In this experiment, we tested both versions of the solver on problems with varied number of independent sub-problems. The x-axis of each plot in this figure indicates the number of sub-problems presented in the problem, while the y-axis corresponds to the running time of the solver. In each plot, we show the running time of both solvers together with the hypothetical linear running time on the problems. According to these plots, the running time of MiniSat without progress saving increases rapidly as the number of sub-problems increases, whereas the running time of MiniSat with progress saving appears to be only slightly worse than linear in the number of sub-problems.
Evaluation on Real-World Problems
We will now present results of evaluating the proposed technique on real-world SAT problems. Most of these problems do not decompose into multiple sub-problems initially. However, after setting some variables, some problems may eventually decompose. In [6] , the authors demonstrated the prevalence of independent subproblem structure in real-world instances.
We used 1,403 industrial problems from the SAT competitions and from contemporary benchmark libraries.
14 All experiments were performed on a machine with a 3.8 GHz CPU and 2GB of RAM, with a time-out limit of 1800 s. We considered several versions of MiniSat in this experiment. By default, MiniSat 1.14 always sets the decision variables to false. To demonstrate the effectiveness of progress saving, we also considered two natural modifications to MiniSat's decision-making engine; setting the decision variables to true and setting them to values drawn randomly at decision time. Figure 6 shows the running time profiles of the considered versions of MiniSat on satisfiable and unsatisfiable problems. First of all, these plots show that simply changing the phase selection heuristic to always set variables positively or randomly does not significantly effect performance either on satisfiable or unsatisfiable problems. However, it is clear that MiniSat with progress saving stands out from other variations on satisfiable problems. It solved 49, 32, and 63 more satisfiable problems than MiniSat, MiniSat [positive], and MiniSat [random], respectively. The right plot of Fig. 6 shows that all versions of MiniSat considered essentially have the same performance on unsatisfiable problems. This result demonstrates that even in the cases where there are no solutions to be saved, progress saving does not impair the performance of the solver.
Progress saving was first used in the context of SAT in Rsat [26] in SAT-Race 2006. 15 Since then, it has been adopted by many other top SAT solvers including MiniSat [31] , PicoSat [5] , TiniSat [17] , and ManySat [15] . 
Related Work
The problem of non-chronological backtracking erasing progress made by the decision-making engine has long been observed in the context of CSP. In [13] , the author proposed dynamic backtracking as a solution to this problem. This technique allows the solver to specifically undo a bad assignment instead of backtracking to it. This approach is superficially similar to ours. However, it may cause the problem to become overly-constrained after backtracking, as pointed out by the author. Moreover, implementing this approach in the contemporary SAT framework would require a careful modification to make it work as intended. Neither is the case for our proposed technique. Frost and Dechter have also experimented with this idea in CSP. In [12] , a heuristic called sticking value was used in a CSP solver without any learning and was evaluated only on randomly generated CSP problems. Their experimental results showed that, in the considered settings, this heuristic reduced the running time by a factor of two on a few problems with small-sized variable domains.
In [6] , Biere and Sinz showed that independent components do exist in some real-world SAT instances and proposed a method to take advantage of the structure. However, their approach is semi-dynamic, as it only considers permanent decompositions that occur in the absence of any decision and requires a component detection algorithm, which could incur a high overhead. Although experimental results on artificially generated instances shows improvements, no gain was reported on industrial benchmarks.
Conclusions
We presented a simple model of modern SAT solvers that highlights the roles of the two main components in these solvers: the decision-making engine and the clauselearning engine. Then, based on our model, we discussed two limitations of modern SAT solvers and proposed two techniques for dealing with them. One technique is a new clause-learning scheme that allows the solvers to consider a broader set of learned clauses while maintaining empowerment. The other is a phase selection heuristic that serves as a partial caching mechanism, which reduces a negative effect of the clause-learning engine on the decision-making engine of modern SAT solvers. We demonstrated through experimental results that both proposed techniques significantly improved the performance of the considered solvers.
Appendix

Proofs
This section is entirely dedicated to formalizing and proving the claim made in Section 3.3. The claim itself is formalized in Proposition 1. This proposition is then proved through a series of lemmas (Lemmas 1,2,3).
Before we can state the proposition, we first formalize the type of resolution performed by Algorithm 2. We now formalize the claim using the above definition.
Proposition 1 Let be a causal resolution derivation of the clause C. C is empowering with respect to the non-resolvents in if contains a merge resolution step.
We will prove this proposition with a series of lemmas. The proof makes extensive use of the fact that for a conjunction of literals σ and CNF , we have ∧ σ = ( |σ ) ∧ σ . Here, |σ is the CNF obtained by removing any clause in that mentions any literal in σ and removing any literal from whose negation appears in σ . Hence, none of the variables in σ will appear in |σ . The following formal definition of empowerment is needed in the proofs. [29] ) Let α ⇒ be a clause where is a literal and α is a conjunction of literals. The clause is empowering with respect to CNF via iff
Definition 2 (Empowerment
1.
|= (α ⇒ ): the clause is implied by .
2.
∧ α : the literal cannot be derived from ∧ α using unit resolution.
The following lemma gives the basis for generating empowering clauses.
Lemma 1 (Generation of Empowerment) If C 3 is the resolvent of a merge resolution between C 1 = (x ∨ ∨ α) and C 2 = (¬x ∨ ∨ β), then C 3 is empowering with respect to C 1 ∧ C 2 and is its empowering literal.
Proof Let σ = ¬(α ∨ β). Clearly, C 3 = σ ⇒ . Consider C 1 ∧ C 2 ∧ σ = (C 1 ∧ C 2 )|σ ∧ σ = ( ∨ x) ∧ ( ∨ ¬x) ∧ σ . Clearly, unit resolution cannot derive from this. Hence, C 3 is empowering with respect to C 1 ∧ C 2 and is an empowering literal. This lemma holds because C 3 , the resolvent of C 1 , C 2 , is essentially ∃x(C 1 ∧ C 2 ), where x is the resolved variable. Hence, adding C 1 , C 2 to the formula that already contains C 3 cannot give us any new knowledge other than that on the resolved variable, which does not appear elsewhere in the derivation (because it is causal). Therefore, C k must still be empowering with respect to the new knowledge base.
The combination of the above lemmas show that the final product of a causal resolution derivation whose last step is a merge resolution is always empowering with respect to the non-resolvents of the derivation. The next lemma shows that once an empowering clause is obtained from a causal derivation, all further derived clauses will also be empowering. If = C 1 , ..., C n is a linear resolution derivation, we will use N R( ) to denote the non-resolvents of (i.e., N R( ) = {C 1 } ∪ {C i |2 ≤ i ≤ n, i is even}).
Lemma 3 (Forward Preservation of Empowerment) Let
= C 1 , ..., C n and = , C n+1 , C n+2 , where C n+2 = C, be causal resolution derivations from clauses in .
If C n is empowering with respect to N R( ), then C is empowering with respect to N R( ).
Proof Clearly, N R( ) = N R( ) ∧ C n+1 . Let x be the resolved variable of C n and C n+1 . We may assume that C n and C n+1 do not share a literal. 16 With this assumption, we have that C n+1 and the clauses of N R( ) cannot share any variable other than x. (1) Otherwise, any common variable between C n+1 and N R( ) must remain unresolved in (because is causal, which does not allow any resolved variable to reappear) and must therefore appear in C n , which would contradiction our assumption that C n and C n+1 share no common literal. Let be the empowering literal of C n (with respect to N R( )). Because C n is empowering, we have
There are two cases to consider:
1. = x. Assume, WLOG, that C n = (x ∨ ∨ α) and C n+1 = (¬x ∨ β). We then have C = (¬α ∧ ¬β) ⇒ . Consider N R( ) ∧ ¬α ∧ ¬β = N R( ) ∧ C n+1 ∧ ¬α ∧ ¬β. In this case, C n+1 can only generate ¬x as an implication. However, this will not allow N R( ) to produce , because we know from (2) that N R( ) ∧ ¬α ∧ ¬x . Since, from (1) , N R( ) does not mention any variable in β, we can safely conclude that N R( ) ∧ ¬α ∧ ¬β .
2.
= x or = ¬x. Assume, WLOG, C n = ∨ α and C n+1 = ¬ ∨ β. Let y be any literal in β and σ = ¬(C\{y}). Clearly, C = σ ⇒ y. Now, consider N R( ) ∧ σ = N R( ) ∧ C n+1 ∧ σ . The literal y only appears in C n+1 which becomes (¬ ∨ y) under σ . However, N R( ) ∧ σ cannot produce , which is needed by C n+1 to imply y, because we know that, from (1) , N R( ) does not mention any variable in β, and that, from (2) , N R( ) ∧ ¬α . Therefore, N R( ) ∧ σ .
Hence, C is empowering wrt N R( ) in both cases.
Together, these lemmas prove the result in Proposition 1.
